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Caroline P 
caroline.west@gmail.com 

Please share if there is an assessment form to determine someone's type or combination of types 
(whether they are Vata, Pitta, Kapha) 
Posted in the AIND library. 

 
Adee 
adee.levinstein@gmail.com 

Is every person one body type, or can people be a combination of the three types? 
Answer: Every one is a combination of all three humors VPK. However there are 7 types possible based 
on which is dominant namely V, P, K, VP, VK, PK or VPK (equal). Vata dominant, Pitta dominant, Kapha 
dominant, Dual dosha V and P etc. They will exhibit the characteristics of their dominant dosha. Prakruti 
which is what they are born as is determined based on their nature and body in their teens and 20s. 
Basically that is their genetic makeup. But when you do the quiz based on your characteristics now it will 
show you the imbalance. 
 
Navdeep Kaur 
knav_5@yahoo.com 

are all vaata people are thin ?  
If that is their dominant dosha they would have been thin when they were young. However if 
Vata is out of balance they could have digestive issues and gain weight. Vata obesity is more 
balloon like versus Kapha obesity is heaviness, more solid. Hope that makes sense. Also if they are 
a dual dosha they may not be that thin. 

 
Jennifer 
jennifer.m.gillin@gmail.com 

What resources - books or websites - would you recommend for nutrition professionals that want to 
increase their knowledge in this area? 
Book: Ayurveda: Nature's Medicine by Dr.David Frawley & Dr.Subhash Ranade 
Textbook: Textbook of Ayurveda Volume 1 by Dr. Vasant Lad (Chcck amazon) 
www.ayurveda.com This is the Ayurveda Institute’s website where Dr.Lad teaches and has a lot of 
resources. There are some free webinars too that Dr.Lad himself has taught.  
Many other websites are there if you google.  
www.ayurvedanama.org  National Ayurvedic Medical Association has a lot of resources 
www.aapna.org Association of Ayurvedic Professionals of North America 
www.mapi.com Maharishi Ayurveda 
 
Can you please discuss the evidence behind Ayurvedic principles? Are there peer-reviewed articles 
that we can read on the subject? 
 
Please discuss evidence and science based support for these recommendations 
Check out the website: www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed You can type in Ayurveda and find many 
articles. Again, Ayurveda is a very ancient medical system that was conceived by sages through 

http://www.ayurveda.com/
http://www.ayurvedanama.org/
http://www.aapna.org/
http://www.mapi.com/
http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed


meditation. In the old day knowledge was passed on from teachers to students verbally in the 
form of mantras. Charaka was one of the first teachers who compiled everything together and 
there have been several revisions since then. There are 4 types of knowledge, learning by 
observation, inference, textbooks and Gurus and Yukti which is learning by practice. (trial and 
error) 
It is not just a science of the material body but a holistic approach of body, mind and spirit. Food 
plays a major role in affecting the mind and spirit. Body has the capacity to heal itself given the 
right food and lifestyle. Studies are important for Modern Medicine but it doesn’t take into 
account the several factors that change and the fact that every body type is so different and 
changes so much in a lifetime. They are trying to conduct studies but mainly with herbs being 
used. 

 
Carol Fenwick 
carolfenwickrd@gmail.com 

Would you please send the various websites mentioned as well as the assessment form with the 
follow up email? 
Posted in the AIND library. 
 

 
Jeanette Kimszal 
kimszal-jeanette1@aramark.com 

How fructose is metabolized differently through the liver? Won't too much high sugar low fiber fruit 
be not good either because it is processed like regular sugar? Would you recommend higher fiber 
fruits only?  
Answer: Anything available in nature is processed well by the body. High fructose corn syrup is 
not natural but produced by processing so it doesn’t work the same way. My suggestion with 
fruits was to eat them separately to avoid toxins to build up (Ama) which impedes digestion and 
slows down metabolism. Each dosha has certain fruits that should not be eaten. For e.g. Raw 
Apple is not good for Vata imbalance since it is not digested well and could cause bloating. But if 
it is cooked or baked with some cinnamon it is acceptable in moderation. Moderation is the key 
for anything. It is individualized depending on the person’s imbalance and constitution. No one 
size fits all. 

 
Lynn Grieger 
lynn@lynngrieger.com 

are there any other food combinations to avoid besides fruit and dairy?  
Answer: Yes and posted in the AIND library. 
 

 
Patricia Guay-Berry 
pberry@adventisthealthcare.com 

I usually tell people to walk for ~ 10 minutes after meals if they are able as it helps bring blood sugar 
down - would that be ok with ayurveda? 
Answer: Movement is always good. But I wouldn’t exert myself right after a meal. Maybe wait 
half an hour. If you walk immediately they could get short of breath, prana or air doesn’t move 
freely and movement of food down the digestive system may not happen smoothly. So good to 
wait a bit. Or they can walk 10 mins before eating which is what was recommended by one of the 
speakers at FNCE last year. He called it “exercise snacking” 



Article I found: 
https://www.cardiosmart.org/News-and-Events/2014/05/Exercise-Snacking-The-Lateste-Health-
Trend 

 
Karen 
karen@smartnutritionbykg.com 

I live in Arizona were summer temps can get up to 115. How do I encourage people to drink 
hot/warm water when all they want is cold water? 
Answer: That would be difficult. When temp is that high it is Pitta time or weather. In those cases 
it is ok not to drink warm water. They could have room temperature water, just not ice cold water 
which impedes digestion. They have done studies but I am not able to find it. This was mentioned 
at a conference I attended. 

 
Sridevi Jagadeesan 
sjgdesan@memphis.edu 

Does Ayurveda believe in the connection between the emotions and organ energies ? 
For example, Anger would affect liver energy and grief affects lung energy ? Does pranayama help 
to relieve grief ? 
Answer: I think I answered this. But I can elaborate. Ayurveda is a holistic therapy so there is a 
connection between body, mind and spirit. In fact it is the emotions that manifest as disease in 
the body. Liver is the seat of Pitta, so when one gets angry liver is disturbed. Similarly Ayurveda 
says that when you stuff your emotions you get lung problems. So Pranayama is a great way to 
relieve a lot of emotions. It is a cleansing breath that works in the Prana layer or Pranamaya 
Kosha which is 6 inches outside the body. The chakras are located on this subtle layer. When you 
do Pranayama, the air unclogs the chakras thus bringing balance. The location of the chakras is 
superimposed on the glands in the physical body along the spinal cord and doing Pranayama 
helps with hormone regulation. I practice regularly and it has helped me tremendously with mood 
swings due to PMS or stress. I believe everyone should do Pranayama for health. Start alternate 
nostril breathing for 2 mins per day and work up to 5 mins daily. It should be done slowly and 
correctly to notice the effect. If is it done too fast you can get dizzy or light headed, especially 
Vata people. So you need a proper teacher for this.  

 
Marina 
marinaaa1129@yahoo.com 

would you also recommend people with diabetes to eat fruit alone? or is it ok with nuts or other 
protein? 
Answer: For controlled diabetics, it is ok to eat between meals in moderation. Basically, one carb 
serving. They can be eaten with nuts if they like. Adding cinnamon to fruits will help metabolize it 
better. Just not to combine with protein foods and dairy. 

 
Ann Jaffe 
annjaffe22@gmail.com 

Do you have any Ayuruvedic recipes to share? 
Answer: I did make a few for Pitta pacifying and Vata pacifying which I will attach to this. Also, 
check out my website: www.vpknutrition.com I have a couple in there. Any recipe can be 
modified to fit the person’s needs using spices and varying the proportions. That’s why it is very 
intuitive once you understand the principles. You could google Ayurvedic recipes and find a ton 
online. 

http://www.vpknutrition.com/


www.joyfulbelly.com has several recipes.  
 
 

 
Caroline P 
caroline.west@gmail.com 

I was not able to hear the spelling of the website from the RD in Texas Rita mentioned.  Can you 
send that?  TIA 
Answer: Sapna Punjabi Gupta - http://www.naivedhya.com/ 

 
Hima 
hima.kanuparthi@uvmhealth.org 

What would you recommend for patients with GERD with regards to spices in their diet. 
Answer: Usually they should not have heating spices like cinnamon, cayenne, ajwain, black 
pepper. They can use coriander, cilantro, basil, tulsi, ginger in moderation, black pepper sparingly 
if they want spiciness, fennel. Cooling herbs and spices. Reflex happens in the body because of 
too much Pitta or heat in the body. Soak 1 tsp of coriander seeds overnight and drink the next 
day. It is very cooling. 

 
Joni 
johnilee.rdcd@gmail.com 

please emaqil me these resourses from the questions asked today. 
Answer: Posted in the AIND library. 
 

 
Alexia Torres 
alexia.torres@davita.com 

please share my email with the presenter in order to obtain the resources she has mentioned 
 
 
Carol Fenwick 
carolfenwickrd@gmail.com 

Would you please send the various websites mentioned as well as the assessment form with the 
follow up email? 

 
 
Thanks everyone for all the great questions and the interest. It is a fascinating subject and I could not do 
justice in 45 mins. I only touched the tip of it. There is so much more to share and I will try to work on a 
course. There is a lot to learn about the specific foods for each imbalance, herbs and spices and their 
properties, tastes and energetics. How they affect the body and mind. Lifestyle suggestions. 
Combinations of foods. The list goes on. 
 
I am going to be speaking at an Ayurvedic conference, “Ayurveda and Psychology” in Iowa in April about 
Autism: Ayurvedic and Modern Dietary Guidelines.  
 
If anyone is in Chicago there is a NAMA conference in April in Oak Brook on  

http://www.joyfulbelly.com/


 
 


